Event Review

event, he gathers a crowd. Several
years ago, senior students,
friends and admirers urged him
to give a lecture series on the
Tai Chi Classics in the Bay Area.
A hundred and fifty from around
the world put aside their lives
to attend. The three-day event
was videoed and is available for
purchase online and is a must
for the library of anyone serious
about Tai Chi.

Last April, in Racine Wisconsin,
Ben Lo (Lo Peng-jeng) led his last
Tai Chi camp in front of ninety
long-time senior students. The
students gathered from all across
North America and Europe. Mr. Lo
is now eighty-six and has been
teaching in San Francisco since
1973, when he was directed by his
teacher, Prof. Cheng Man-ching, to
leave Taiwan and begin teaching
in the Bay Area.
When Mr. Lo consents to do an
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Mr. Lo is the senior student
of Prof. Cheng and the older
classmate of storied Tai Chi
figures such as Huang Hsinghsien of Malaysia, Zhu Hong-bing
and Liu Hsi-hung both of Taiwan,
and William C.C. Chen of NYC.
Mr. Lo has been studying Tai
Chi since 1949 when he arrived
in Taiwan after escaping the
Communist takeover. He was
quite ill and his father sent him
to Professor, with whom he was
close friends. Professor famously
told Mr. Lo that he was too sick to

The Last Ben Lo

absorb the medicines and advised
him he would teach him Tai Chi to
assist in this process.
“Oh, you know Tai Chi?” Mr. Lo
coughed, completely unknowing
of Professor’s spectacular skill.
Almost dismissively, Professor
replied, “I know enough to teach
you.”
Mr. Lo is renowned in Taiwan,
Europe and the United States for
his strict adherence to both the
remarkable form that was handed
to Prof. Cheng by Yang Cheng-fu,
and to the unique teaching method
that was also handed down by
Yang. Prof. Yang singled the
Professor out for close attention
after Professor, then a young
highly accomplished doctor,
helped Madam Yang recover
from a life-threatening malady.
Professor Cheng also wrote the
preface for Master Yang’s book on
Tai Chi and edited the entirety.

o Tai Chi Camp by Dr David Walls-Kaufman

The ninety-plus students gathered for this
historical Tai Chi event were well familiar
with this particularly arduous teaching
method for which Mr. Lo is well known.
In spite of the challenge and the pain,
students who have heard about Mr. Lo
have come for events in the past. But
everyone came for this one, because
word was out that this, indeed, would be
the last event.
While Professor had a large coterie
of students on Mainland when he left
ahead of the Revolution, Mr. Lo was
the Professor’s first student in Taiwan.
Class was held in Professor’s home,
one on one, with young Ben doing and
Professor loosely supervising while he
read the paper or a Classic on poetry,
art, calligraphy, medicine or painting.
One of Mr. Lo’s more colorful memories
of discipline during class involved him
keeping a deep hold on single whip
while Professor sat by the open window
reading the paper. Mr. Lo’s legs smoked
so badly that he just had to creep up,
even just a bit, and thought his slight
up-ease would be hidden by the top of
the paper. But when Ben inched up, the
paper top edged down, and two eyes
forked the student; Ben sunk back down,
and the paper edged back up.

Mr. Lo’s students in the old church
assembly hall in Racine were well
acquainted with the training regimen,
called “separate Yin and Yang”, that
Mr. Lo carried over from his own days
of early training. The “Yin” is the empty
leg, and the “Yang” is the weighted leg
on the floor. Instead of doing a flowing
round of the form, at every posture, and
each transitional weight shift, the roomfull of students pick up the Yin leg off the
floor and hold the position while teacher
moves among the rows, correcting
positions. Ten minutes can pass. Mr. Lo
reminds the students to simultaneously
stick to the principles of body upright,
relax, sinking down, like sitting on a chair.
The strenuousness of the old Yang way
may seem un-Tai Chi-like, perhaps even
a smidge masochistic, but the results
recommend themselves.
The masochistic angle, the suffering, is
perhaps the most important piece of the
family pride and identity in this branch of
Yang Tai Chi. All of the students agree
that, as teacher got older, he has evolved
to a more lenient management of the
room. Older students definitely remember
the California, Wisconsin and Catskills
camps where the severity of holding
postures led to bunk rooms reeking of

New Age or Old Chinese liniments, the
sleep of the dead, and legs that ached
with severe pain.
This was the training in Professor’s
simply-decorated house that gave rise to
Mr. Lo’s superlative ability.
A student once asked Mr. Lo why he
didn’t exhibit his extraordinary level of chi
cultivation often enough so that people
understood considerably more about the
end game of Tai Chi as a martial art and
its unique pathway in bodymind culture.
Mr. Lo made these two comments:
“In the Classics, it says, ‘If you hit the bell
with a pebble, you get a small sound. If
with a hammer, you get a big sound.’”
[By this he meant, he has always
demonstrated only enough skill, or chi
cultivation, to stay ahead of the person
he was pushing.]
And: “Professor said, ‘Don’t show off.’”
Mr. Lo admits only two times when
he showed off. One was when he
demonstrated Tai Chi to a hundred of
Mr. Robert Smith’s students in Bethesda,
Maryland in Spring 1975 when Mr. Lo
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came east to preside at the Memorial
Service for Professor at the Shih Jung
School in NYC. The other was the
night he met the very tall, very beautiful
American woman that Madame Cheng
suggested to her husband would make
a good match for their bachelor senior
student.

Mr. Lo’s classmate, Huang Hsing-hsien,
did not adhere to this admonition not to
show off, or maybe he never heard it.
Huang once made a pass through a great
number of Malaysian martial arts schools
of every style, demonstrating the fullest
of his Tai Chi power in each. Every one
of the schools then converted to Tai Chi
schools. Overnight, Huang became the
head of a network of hundreds of schools
across the nation with thousands of
students.
When the Racine students took breaks,
Mr. Lo stood in the center of the great
pool of them, talking about Tai Chi
principles or practice, and sometimes
demoing exhibitions of root, alignment or
chi. To the observer - they are proof of
the complexity of the internal arts that a
modest man of almost ninety years stores
such awesome bio-electrical force. The
great, dense, subtly-vibrating mass of his
chi can be seen gathering and dropping
through his body when he deeply relaxes
and sinks it into the floor.
“It’s very simple. Just relax.”
Mr. Lo insists that he not be called Master
or Grand Master. It seems the reason
is that he always compares himself to
Professor and Prof. Yang. At the end
of the demo in 1975, as a room-full of
people murmured slack-jawed at him,
and someone hollered “Superman!”, Mr.
Lo laughed it off. The last thing he said
that night was to insist that Professor
was “ten times better than me”. Mr. Lo
had gone through a jam-packed room,
pushed with every one, many of them
accomplished martial artists, dominated
them as if they were toddlers; doing it
and feats of leg strength and flexibility
that could not even be seen at Cirque
Du Soleil - doing it all while breaking
not a bead of sweat, while wearing suits
pants, shirt-sleeve business white shirt,
skinny 50s era necktie, and military-shine
Florsheim business shoes.
Today, Mr. Lo, profoundly more internally
grown than that night, still says he is
not in Professor’s league. “He could do
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things I just cannot. He touches you, and
you just fly out; you don’t feel anything!”
“Isn’t it just a question of developing more
root and learning how to trigger it?”
“No. He was also a genius.”
“But you’ve said yourself, and Professor
said, that nothing helps your Tai Chi
but Tai Chi itself. Tai Chi helps your
everything, your chess, your tennis,
your tiddlywinks, but nothing helps your
Tai Chi! Tai Chi helps your genius, but
your genius doesn’t help your Tai Chi.
Smart people don’t have any advantage.
Doesn’t that mean it all comes down to
the power of chi cultivation?”
“No. But - how to use it. . . . Professor
was a genius.”
On a personal note, though I tried and
failed several times to meet Professor
in New York, I derive a powerful sense
of the nature of the man from Mr. Lo’s
stories, tone of voice and strict devotion
to him and his teaching and advice
forty years after his death. It is both
touching and sobering to see the depth
of reverence that was earned from the
student by the teacher. And Mr. Lo is
himself one of the most extraordinary
people that has ever lived.
Mr. Lo’s classes are arranged in four
sections: A short morning session to do
a round of form and standing meditation,
then breakfast, followed by two hours of
holding postures and discussion, lunch,
two more hours after lunch of free play
push hands, dinner, two more hours of
form practice. During the push hands
segment, players push with whom they
wish for as long as they wish, mostly
using the old Yang style Grasp Swallows
Tail format that is seen in photos in
Master Yang’s book, and in the Master’s
Tapes, the film series on Professor at
Shih Jung. The latter is the only place
where Mr. Lo’s teaching seems to
separate at all from Professor’s. Mr. Lo
allows a much more open style of push
hands play, whereas Professor in NYC,
in my view, desired that students stick
rather closely with the old Yang PushPress-Roll Back-Cover set. Mr. Lo’s
relaxed approach might be associated
with his half-kidding observation that,
“Tai Chi [posture work] is so boring! the chance to have fun comes in Push
Hands!”

There is a photo of the very young Ben
Lo sitting on a log with his teacher taken
during a rest on an outing to the woods.
The pride, commitment and attachment
of the student to his gentleman-scholar
teacher is plain in the young man’s keen
eyes and clean cut, square face. The boy
in the picture looks like he would stand in
posture a thousand years for the Master.
For all of the students in Racine for
that week of standing and holding as
given down by Yang Cheng-fu, Cheng
Man-ching and Lo Peng-jeng - there is
a connection to a channel through time
and human experience that is never to be
forgotten.

